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General Terms 
 
Above-the-Line (ATL) Part of a film’s budget reserved for major players in the 
production such as the director, producer, writer, main actors, etc. So called because 
these names used to appear above an actual line on old budget formats, separating 
them from the other crew positions on the project. 
 
Below-the-Line (BTL) Often called Behind-the-camera (BTC). The crew involved in the 
physical production as well as the post-production, insurance, overhead, bonding of 
the film, banking, publicity, and all the associated expenses. 
 
Assembly Arranging all the shots in accordance with the order of the script. This is the 
first step of editing, and is often called the rough assembly. 
 
Call Time The time an individual must report to a given location. 
 
Pre-call When a crew member is asked to come to the set earlier than the call time in 
order to set things up from a hair and make-up perspective or a technician like a 
camera person, grip, electrician, or a rigger. 
 
Continuity A sequence filming over more than one day, or more than one shot. It is 
therefore essential that nothing changes to upset the continuity of the scene. 
 
Continuity Report A list specifying everything that happened when a scene was 
filmed, including weather conditions and camera settings. This is meant to prevent 
continuity errors creeping in between takes or during reshoots. 
 
Craft Service The catering unit that provides snacks in between meals. Craft services 
if essential to keeping a crew happy on set. 
 
Dailies Unedited rough cuts of the day (or from the previous day) which the director 
reviews to decide if a re-shoot needs to take place. 
 
Base Camp A location near set where the production office, actor trailers, hair and 
makeup trailers, etc. are located. 
 
Honey Wagon The toilet. 
 
Insert A close-up of importance. e.g. a hand picking up a gun. 
 
M.O.S. To shoot without any sound being recorded; refers to Minus Optical Strip or 
Minus Optical Sound. 
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Pick Up A small part of a scene which has been missed or needs to be reshot that the 
crew will go back to complete. 
 
Post-Production Work performed on a movie after the end of principal photography. 
Usually involves picture and sound editing and effects. 
 
Red Light and Bell A red light and bell will be sounded (usually in a studio) before 
filming is about to happen signifying that people nearby should be quiet and prepare 
for shooting. 
 
Rushes British term for dailies. A first look at what has been filmed on a given day. 
Editors will often look at the rushes to pinpoint issues that need to be fixed or shot 
again.  
 
Second Unit A completely separate crew, filming different scenes to the Main Unit, 
often insert or pick-up shots. 
 
Sides The call sheet and script for the day condensed into a physically smaller form for 
ease of carrying. 
 
Split Day A shifted day in hours. For example, a mid-morning start and a late evening 
finish. Pay is still a standard day. 
 
Squib An explosive charge to create the effect of a bullet or small explosion. 
 
Stinger An extension cord. 
 
Video Village The area in which viewing monitors are placed for the director and other 
production personnel. Referred to by this name because of the propensity to fill with 
people, chairs, and overall “too many cooks in the kitchen”. 
 
Wild Track A recording of atmospheric sound. 
 
Wrap To finish shooting at the end of the day or the end of the production. 
 
Wrap Out Putting all the equipment away and locking up the trucks at the end of a 
day’s shoot. 
 
Company Move Moving to the next location. 
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Crew Positions 
 
 
Assistant Director (1st) Easily mistaken for the director since they are normally the 
person doing all the shouting and giving everyone their cues. They are the person in 
charge on set.  
 
Day Player A crew member hired for only one day or a handful of days’ worth of work. 
 
Double A person used when an actor is not available. Usually from long distance or 
from behind, or for a part of the body such as hands and feet. 
 
Stand-In A person used in place of an actor to set up initial lighting and camera, 
usually of a similar height, age, and skin tone to the actor. 
 
Showrunner/Line Producer The person responsible for managing all the people and 
expenses while the program is being shot on a day-to-day basis.  
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Heard On Set 
 
10-1 To go to the bathroom “number 1” 
 
10-4 Understood the message 
 
20 location; as in, “what’s your 20?” 
 
Copy Used to show that a message was heard and understood. 
 
Eyes on… Said when a person or object is spotted or when looking for someone. Can 
be a question, “Does anyone have eyes on the camera tape?” or a statement, “I’ve got 
eyes on Steve.” 
 
Flying In Said when a person or object is on the way to set. 
 
Go for [name] A call or response for somebody specific on the radio. 
 
Radio/Walkie Check A call that warrants a response such as “good check” if heard by 
another crew. 
 
Go to Channel [number] A call for a specific person to switch channels to have an 
offline conversation or to reach a specific department. At the end of the conversation 
someone will usually say “Back to channel [number]”, indicating that they are to revert 
back to the main channel. 
 
Back In Phrase meaning lunch and/or any break is over and work has begun again. 
 
Martini Shot Last shot of the day 
 
Abby Singer The second-to-last shot of the day. Named after production manager 
Abby Singer, who would frequently call “last shot of the day.”  
 
Final Checks/Last Looks Phrase to call in hair/make-up to give a final touch-up to 
actors before a scene is filmed. Hair and make-up’s last chance to get everything right. 
 
Hot Points Yelled when carrying something with the potential to hit somebody like a 
dolly track or a C-stand. Usually said when going through a narrow hallway, doorway, 
or around a corner to avoid hitting someone. 
 
Picture’s Up Phrase used to alert all on set that cameras are almost set to start rolling. 
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Change Pages If a script is altered while filming is underway any changes are handed 
out on set in the form of change pages. These are normally a different color than the 
original script. A script with a lot of changes during filming can look like a rainbow. 
 
Check the Gate Phrase used when shooting on film alerting the camera team to make 
sure the film is free of any impurities or blockages. For example, a hair or particle of 
dust that would render what has been filmed as unusable or call for another take. 
 
Walla Background conversation consisting of an audio loop that is normally added 
during post-production. 
 
Loop Group A group of people that fill in the background audio of a movie or TV show. 
 
Jam To sync things up usually using timecode. 
 
Background/Extras Actors who do not speak that are placed in the background of a 
scene. 
 
Kit/Box Rental Personal equipment owned by a member of the production who rents 
it to the production for a fee.  
 
Turnaround The time off unions require cast/crew to have between wrap of the 
previous day and their call to set for the next day. 
 
Eyeline Match Making sure eyelines meet when filming multiple perspectives, allowing 
the scenes to be cut together seamlessly.  
 
Portal-to-Portal From one place to another. E.g. from the hotel to the set. 
 
Gary Coleman A small C-stand. 
 


